
16*14*15cm

Storage Condition:
The product should be stored in a well ventilated, dark and dry environment. 
Keep away from fire, pollutants and possible pollution sources. Also, the 
transport storage ‘s temperature: -20℃~38℃, relative humidity: <80%RH.

Shelf-Life:
The Protective Mask is valid for 3 years with the above storage condition.

Use cautions:
a）Please check fit of mask prior to use;
b）It is unlikely that the requirements for leakage will be achieved if 
      facial hair passes under  the face seal；
c）Please do not use the mask under low air quality condition, such 
      as serious contaminants in air, oxygen deficiency;
d）Do not use the mask in explosive atmosphere;
e）After use, please discard the mask following local regulation; 
f）The mask is only for single use, do not use repeatedly.

Manufacturer: Zhejiang The Purples Protective Products Co.,Ltd.
Website: www.thepurplesmask.com  sales@thepurplesmask.com

Address: No. 45, Suhua Street, Suxi Town, Yiwu, Zhejiang Province, China

Production Date：
Expired Date：
Lot Number：

Refer to
CQ

3 yearsDO NOT REUSE
See information supplied

by the manufacturer
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Single-use face mask (Non-sterile)
Indications For Use
It is used for patients in order to reduce the risk of the spread of infection, and it is 
intended for use by healthcare professionals in an operating room or in other medical 
settings with similar requirements.

Limitations
Not suitable for working places where open flames exist (such as welding, casting, etc).
It is not suitable for professional protective use such as oxygen deficient, toxic gas 
environment.
For healthcare use.

Checks prior to use
Please check whether the packaging is damaged, whether the mask body is damaged, 
deformed or has other obvious defects before use.

Fitting

If transporting this product use original packaging provided
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1. Cup the mask in one hand.
2. Raise the mask to the face, ensuring that foam piece sits on the nose(if fitted).Use the 
other hand to ensure that the lower part is pulled down under the chin.
3. Hold mask firmly and place the lower strap over the head to the nape of the neck.
4. Place the upper strap on the crown of the head. Adjust straps to achieve a comfortable 
fit,straps should not pass over the ears.
5. (if fitted)Form the nose clips around the nose. Hold the finger and thumb as shown, push 
the hand down so that the finger goes down one side of the nose and thumb the other.Main-
tain pressure against the nose to ensure that a seal is formed.
6. To check the fit of the mask, place both hands completely over the mask and exhale 
vigorously. If air leaks at the edge, readjust the mask, manipulating the nose bridge and straps 
to effect an acceptable seal.
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